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About 
 
TAGLINE: 
 
True to life dance rock.  
 
ONE LINER: 
 
An ever-evolving, no-frills singer-songwriter, Conrad Ashton shares modern rock music that is firmly 
rooted in the classic pop sound.  
 
SIGNATURE: 
 
An ever-evolving, no-frills singer-songwriter. Conrad Ashton shares modern rock music that is firmly 
rooted in the classic pop sound. Conrad Ashton delivers true to life dance rock. For more about 
Conrad, his music, his lyrics and his performances, visit: http://www,conradashton.co.uk 
 
SHORT BIO: 
 
An ever-evolving, no-frills singer-songwriter. Conrad Ashton shares modern rock music that is firmly 
rooted in the classic pop sound. A constant student of music, Conrad keeps a steady focus on 
designing eloquent lyrics that remain humble and relatable for every song he writes. The melodies, 
rhythms, and layers of his sound highlight current rock influences while giving a respectful nod to the 
decades and artists of the past. Falling into a genre he likes to call beyond basic rock and roll, Conrad 
Ashton balances the importance of the music and lyrics with poetry in motion performing to create his 
desired result for every tune. His goal is to spread the emphasis and the effect of each song to the 
listeners head, heart and body. By taking this approach to his music, his performances, and his 
writing, Conrad Ashton delivers true to life dance rock.  
 
PRIMARY KEYWORD SETS: TOP 15 
 
True to life dance rock 
No-frills singer songwriter 
Modern rock music 
Classic pop sound 
Constant student of music 
Designing eloquent lyrics 
Humble and relatable  
Rhythms and layers 
Current rock influences  
Decades and artists of the past 
Beyond basic rock and roll 
Music and lyrics with poetry  
Poetry in motion performing  
Head heart and body 
Conrad Ashton 
 
LONG BIO: 
 
An ever-evolving, no-frills singer-songwriter. Conrad Ashton shares modern rock music that is firmly 
rooted in the classic pop sound. A constant student of music, Conrad keeps a steady focus on 
designing eloquent lyrics that remain humble and relatable for every song he writes. The melodies, 
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rhythms, and layers of his sound highlight current rock influences while giving a respectful nod to the 
decades and artists of the past. Falling into a genre he likes to call beyond basic rock and roll, Conrad 
Ashton balances the importance of the music and lyrics with poetry in motion performing to create his 
desired result for every tune. His goal is to spread the emphasis and the effect of each song to the 
listeners head, heart and body. By taking this approach to his music, his performances, and his 
writing, Conrad Ashton delivers true to life dance rock.  
 
Conrad’s musical journey began at the age of ten while watching The Who on TV for the 2005 Live 8 
concert in London's Hyde Park. Watching the way Pete Townshend, the guitar play from The Who, 
performed with such heart and vigor, inspired Conrad to get involved in the new school music 
programme and learn to play the guitar. By the age of twelve, Conrad was studying guitar, writing 
songs, playing in local bands, and jamming with any musician at every opportunity possible. By 
sixteen, Conrad was taking singing lessons and working towards recording music for the first time. 
This consistent mix of education, practice and performance helped him to further develop his own 
sound and style as he learned the sounds and styles of many others.  

His early writing drew influence from his anxiety and depression, while also helping him to work 
through those issues simultaneously.  As Conrad saw how his song writing could help him work 
through his own issues, he also witnessed the music and messages connecting with his peers that 
were sharing similar feelings. This dual impact made him delve deeper into song writing as a solo 
artist and attempt to become a solo act; writing his own songs. Fast forward to present day, this 
British working class singer songwriter continues to grow as a writer, a performer and a person.  

Influences  

On the overall sound- The Who, The Jam, Oasis 

For song writing-Pete Townshend, Noel Gallagher, Paul Weller 

For guitar playing- Pete Townshend, Mark Knopfler, Hank Marvin, Brian May, Johnny Ramone 

For Vocals- Roger Daltrey, Marc Bolan, Jimmy Nail, Paul Weller, Elvis Presley  

‘Anna Jean’ (March 2018)-Professional Mix-Private link 

https://soundcloud.com/conradashton/anna-jean-1/s-kPW83 

Unreleased demos-Private Links 

'The Demolition Man': 

https://soundcloud.com/conradashton/demolition-man/s-vsxWV 

'(Standing On the) Shoulders of Giants: 

https://soundcloud.com/conradashton/standing-on-the-shoulders-of/s-Y7yDT 

Social 

Facebook.com/conradashtonmusic 

Instagram.com/conradashton 

Twitter.com/theconradshton 

Youtube.com/conradashtonmusic 

www.conradashton.co.uk 
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Album (Released September 2015) 

Available through all platforms such as iTunes,Spotify and Google 

play 

https://soundcloud.com/conradashton/sets/one-for-the-road 

Track listing for ‘One For The Road’ 

1.Monday Morning                6.It’s All In My Head 

2.Editions Of You                  7. No Big Deal 

3.Together Crazy                  8. It’s Called Love 

4. Straight To The Man         9.The Bridge 

5. These Things Take Time   10.Imagine A Man 
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Newspaper coverage 
 
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/whats-on/music-nightlife-news/county-durham-musician-
conrad-ashton-10269470 
 

Press and other Quotes 
 
"Absolutely fantastic musician"- Nick Ahad BBC Radio Leeds 
 
"A modern evolution of what music used to stand for"- Marc Bartle 
 
"Since its release has been compared to early albums from The Who, The Jam and The Rolling 
Stones" – Chronicle Live 
 
"Spirited and gritty vocals atop vehement and tenaciously executed guitar hooks make Conrad Ashton 
stand out from the crowd." Fiction Is Not Imagination 
 

 
Upcoming Shows 
 
http://www.conradashton.co.uk/dates 
 

Endorsements 
Vintage Guitars –https://www.jhs.co.uk/artists/artist/conrad-ashton 
 
Contact Conrad directly at: 
conradashtonmusic@gmail.com 
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